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Join three friends on a fun leaf-finding adventure! This bouncy new version of the popular song

begs to be read out loud.There are lots of beautiful fall leaves to find! Three friends have a big

adventure hiking over a mountain and through a forest to collect leaves of all kinds and colors. What

will they do with all their leaves at the end of the story? Jump and play in them, of course!With easy

rhyming text and fun sound effects, children will delight in this rollicking autumn story.
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This story is not as imaginative as I hoped. Yes, it follows the classic "We're going on a bear hunt"

synopsis, but I was hoping that it would slightly vary from that. Still, it is a cute story and my 4yr old

likes it.

I used this in my classroom when I taught preschoolers and it was a hit. I used it with my 2 year old

daughter and it was a hit again. I love the different tree variety vocabulary in the story and the colors

are highlighted perfectly. With added repetition of some of the action verbs, this becomes a very fun

action-packed read along.

The children love this book!! They compare it with We're Going on a Bear Hunt. The children listen



and joined in with the story. 2 thumbs up GREAT BOOK. Wonderful pictures!!

My students LOVE "Going on a Bear Hunt" which was the original reason I purchased this book

(same format). We had a lot of fun reading it during our "Fall" theme weeks at school. A good

addition to any teacher's ibrary.

This is a wonderful resource in my preschool classroom! I love taking our class on a leaf hunt and

then coming back and pressing the leaves or placing them between pieces of contact paper. We

then use this lovely book to identify the types of leaves we've found!

I love, LOVE getting books for my kids!  is much more cost effective than their Scholastic book

clubs, and this book was another great find here! It follows the same theme as "We're Going on a

Bear Hunt" that my daughter read in Pre-school, (and they did a whole event/theme/song around it,

so it stayed in her memory and ours!), so this was a fun find for Fall reading. My 5 year old loved

reading it with me, and I know her little brother will eventually, too!

This is a great book for the fall. It patterns itself after the children's activity "Going on a Bear Hunt". I

read it to my child's 3 and 4 year old class - it received rave reviews!

I originally purchased this book for the season. It later found out. Not nly does it have an awesome

rhythm but also teaches a few names of trees. What a fun book to act out!
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